
PHYSICS BUDGET NARRATIVE 

PART I: FY21 ANNUAL REPORT 

Accomplishments and Productivity for CY 20  

1) Scholarly productivity:  
a. The physics department published 27 papers in CY 2020.  With 12 T/TT faculty (including the 

chair), this is a publication rate of 2.25 papers per faculty member or 3.75 times the national 
average for undergraduate only physics departments.  Fifty six percent of the papers (15 
papers) had undergraduate student co-authors.   

b. The department had 28 presentations at national/international conferences, of which 17 had a 
student coauthor.  Additionally, the faculty present 14 invited seminars/colloquia. 

c. Physics Faculty worked with 54 ISU undergraduate students, 1 ISU graduate student and 1 
visiting Chinese graduate students on individual research projects.  This is more than four 
students per faculty member.  In addition to the 15 student co-authored publications, there 
work resulted in 17 student co-authored presentations at national/international conferences and 
47 presentations at undergraduate research symposia. 

d. The physics faculty continue to apply for grants.  We won one new grant with a total value of 
$23K (AFSOR). We also have five continuing grants with a combined value of $800K 
(NSF(4) and Research Corporation)  Dr. Rutherford is part of the NexSTEM grant from the 
NSF for $4,649K.  There are currently another three proposals under review with a combined 
value of $904K  (NSF(2), and Brewer Science Incorporated).    

e. Dr Caplan’s Science videos with the Kurzgesagt GmbH and PBS Digital Studios have had 
over 40 million combined views this year in English, German and Spanish. Additionally, his 
work has been extensively covered in the popular press. 

2) Awards: 
a. Faculty Awards  

i. Dr. Manna won the ISU Research Initiative Award.  
ii. Dr Harris was awarded Institute of Physics Trusted Reviewer Status 

b. Student Awards:   
i. Hannah Alperstein won the Noyce Scholarship/Internship 

ii.  Harold Diaz and the Physics Club won a Future Faces of Physics Grant for 
promoting diversity in Physics 

c. Department:   
i. The Physics Teacher Education Program earned the “5+ Award” by the American 

Association of Physics Teachers as one of the top producers of high school physics 
teachers in the nation.  This is the fifth time the department has earned the award. 

ii. In the latest report from the AIP the physics department averaged 19 graduates per 
year, which ties for number 20 out of 508 undergraduate only physics departments.  

3) Service 
a. Physics faculty acted as referees for 27 papers submitted to 18 different Tier-I journals and 

served as proposal reviewers for 4 grant applications submitted to 3 different agencies.   
b. Dr Grobe continued in his role as chair of the APS committee that selects Distinguished 

Traveling Lectures for the Division of Laser Science. 
c. Dr Harris served as the co-chair of the International Symposium on Correlation, Polarization 

and Ionization in Atomic and Molecular Collisions, 2019-2021 and as a member of the Local 
Organizing Committee for the ICPEAC 2021 meeting. 

d. Dr. Rosa served as a Review Editor for the journal Frontiers in Physiology and served on two 
teams for the NSF National Science Foundation project of Reintegrating Biology. 



4) Miscellaneous  
a. The department taught an average of 626 credit hours per faculty member which is the 3rd 

highest for the College of Arts and Sciences and is 50% higher than the CAS average and 
64% higher than the university average. 

b. The department increased its faculty diversity by hiring Dr. Mahua Biswas, an excellent 
experimental physicist, and a woman of color. 

c. The department continues to work on creating a scholarship targeted for attracting Women 
in Physics. 

  



Major Objectives for FY21 

Objective 1: New Laboratory Support Position: 
Strategic Plan Alignment:  Department: Goals 5 &7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.3; ECE: Goals 1.B & 2.A  
Rationale:  The position includes several standard support duties such as lab set-up and take-down, storeroom 
management and equipment repair, and demonstration equipment support. It would also include faculty 
support roles in designing and developing new demonstrations and lab exercises, and support for the 
department's co-curricular projects (ISU solar car, trebuchet, and Innovative Design Project). This position is 
nearly ubiquitous for physics departments across the nation and will become even more essential as we move 
towards an on-campus engineering program. 
Requested Funding: (permanent) $50,000 
Progress: The request was not funded 
Funding: We continue to limp by using internal reallocations to pay Dr. Rutherford to partially fulfill the 
duties.  
 
Objective #2 Upgrade the Planetarium Coordinator to Planetarium Director with a 12 Months Contract 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goal 9; CAS: Goals 4.1 & 4.2; ECE: Goals 4.A & 4.B  
Rationale: With the renovation of the Planetarium complete, the facility has become much more diverse in its 
offerings. In addition to traditional planetarium shows, the facility now hosts ISU courses and multiple other 
types of events. The Director needs to be present 12 months of the year to ensure smooth operation. Currently, 
planetarium receipts are used to support the coordinator for time not covered in his contract. These funds 
would fix a structural flaw in the department's budget and allow planetarium revenue to be used for 
planetarium maintenance, employing student workers and purchasing new shows. Additionally, the 
planetarium director could teach two sections of Astronomy per year. 
Requested Funding: (permanent) $14,607 
Progress: The request was not funded. 
Funding:  We continue to get by using a mix of planetarium income and physics department funds.  This has 
been a particularly challenging year since the planetarium has been closed and thus the department has had to 
fully fund the extra months. 
 
Objective #3 Undergraduate Teaching Assistants and Student Help 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 1, 4, & 7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 1.3; ECE: Goal 2.A  
Rationale: Since the physics department has no graduate students, and therefore no graduate assistantships, the 
department’s Undergraduate Teaching Assistant (UTA) program was established to recruit students with 
sufficiently good academic records to assist in grading, and, for those with the experience and desire, teaching 
Gen Ed and introductory physics labs.    We also use undergraduate student secretaries for times when the 
main office staff is out, or when additional office help is needed.  Much of the cost is now supported by our 
permanent GA funding, but the rise in minimum wage will require additional funding. 
Requested Funding $59,443.   
Progress: All of UTA needs were met for the year . 
Funding:  With a combination of Permanent GA funding and additional CAS funding for IC, we were able to  
 
Objective #4 Complete the Renovation of Physics Classroom, Moulton 309 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.3; ECE: Goal 2.C.1  
Rationale:   Moulton 309 was last upgraded over 20 years ago and is definitely showing its age. Additionally, 
the room was set up so that the instructor for the class was able to use a Smart Board and a single white board. 
Several of our new faculty member prefer to rotate the classroom 90 degrees where there are three large white 
boards along the wall. In its old configuration, (with 4 rows of tables) it was not possible to use the three white 
boards. The original estimate on renovating the room was $29,000. This included painting, carpeting, electric 



work and replacing the lights and ceiling. When the furniture was included the estimated cost went up to 
$52,000 (this included a significant cost increase for the ceiling replacement). The original $29,000 was 
funded with $19,500 from AEF (CAS) and $9,500 from the Physics department. 
Requested Funding (AEF) $20,000.   
Progress: A pared down renovation (no ceiling/lighting work) has been completed and the room is ready for 
use. 
Funding:  The project was brought to completion with the $15,000 that was SBCed from FY20 
 
Objective #5 Recapitalize the Lower Division Laboratories 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 ,5 & 7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A  
Rationale: A good portion of the equipment used for teaching our undergraduate labs is older than the students, 
and much of it is reaching the end of its useful lifetime. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that we have 
not had a lab support specialist to maintain the lab and demonstration equipment (see Priority #1). Students 
deserve to use equipment that is more representative of current technology. We are requesting both general-
purpose equipment that can be used in a number of different labs as well as some specific equipment for 
particular experiments. 
Requested Funding (Temporary) $55,843.   
Progress: The request was not funded.  Due to COVID, all of our labs have been online, so it has not been an 
issue this year.  We will continue to improve our labs as funding allows.   
Funding:  We have some funds ($25,000) from an SBC for Lab/Computer recap, but there is way more 
demand than funds available. 
 
Objective #6 Renovation of Physics Teacher Education Classroom, Moulton 307B  
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.3; ECE: Goal 2.C.1  
Rationale: Moulton 307 is a small classroom (approximately 12 students) specifically setup for our Physics 
Teacher Education Program.  This room was last updated over 20 years ago and is showing its age.  In recent 
years, we have also been using the room for teaching our smaller upper level courses.  To update the room, we 
plan to replace the window shade, replace the furniture, paint and carpet. 
Requested funding: (AEF): $18596 
Progress: The request was not funded, but we intend to use some department funds to get the project started.   
Funding:  We will use department funds to at least do a portion of the work this spring. 
 
Objective #7 Renovation of Physics Student Tutoring Room, Moulton 207 and 213  
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.3; ECE: Goal 2.C.1   
Rationale:  Moulton 213 is the student lounge and tutoring center.  The Physics Club uses the room to provide 
free tutoring for students in all of the lower level courses and the UTAs have assigned desks for grading their 
papers and meeting with students.  The room also has computers, a microwave, a refrigerator and coffee pot.  
Physics students spend a lot of time working together and socializing in the space.  It is at the heart of the 
undergraduate experience in the department.  We were able to have the room painted a couple of years ago, but 
it is still badly in need of updating.  Moulton 207 is the Physics Storeroom and is immediately next door.  We 
intend to take a portion of Moulton 207 and wall it off so that the student space can be enlarged with additional 
computers and a quiet space.  A request has been sent to facilities for an estimate on this project.  
Requested funding: (AEF): A request for an estimate is pending   
Progress: The request was not funded, however we used department funds to make some minor 
improvements.  The MLT 207 space has also been identified as a potential location for the SEM that has been 
proposed to the NSF. 
Funding:  Without funding, no significant work will be done. 
 
  



Objective #8: New Parallel Computer 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale:   Numerical computation lies at the heart of the ISU physics program and is what distinguishes us 
on the national stage.  We infuse all our physics courses with computational projects starting from the 
freshman year.  Our alumni routinely tell us that their abilities with computational problem solving set them 
apart from their peers, whether it is in business or in graduate school.  We are also one of only a handful of 
universities (and the first in the nation) that offer an undergraduate degree in computational physics.  The most 
important tools for our computational physics program are our parallel computers.  We currently have four 64-
core machines in the department, one belongs to the department and the other three to individual research 
groups.  Even though the groups are generous in sharing resources for research, their use for teaching courses 
is not appropriate. The current departmental machine is six years old and may be nearing the end of its life 
expectancy.  With the importance of high-performance computing in physics, it is imperative that the 
department maintain a parallel machine to be used in teaching as well as research.  
Requested Funding: (temporary) $30,000.  This is an estimate based on the startup package requested for a 
new hire.  This should be sufficient for a 128 core computer. 
Progress: We were able to SBC $10,000 last year towards the purchase of a Parallel computer.  Administrative 
Technology has also purchased a high performance parallel computer that is a shared resource with the 
university.   
Funding:  We will continue to SBC funds towards the purchase of the computer. 
 
Objective #9: Student Teacher Supervision Travel 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 7 & 8; CAS: Goal 1.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale: Every year, our Physics Teacher Education coordinator travels to monitor our student teachers that 
are in the field.  This is the estimated amount that he will need to cover his travel expenses next year. 
Requested Funding: We request $2,050 in temporary funding 
Progress: All of the student teacher supervision travel cost were met.   
Funding:  Provost funding. 
 
Objective #10 Recapitalize the Upper Division Laboratories 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 & 8; CAS: Goal 1.2; ECE: Goal 2.A . 
Rationale:  As of now, almost all of the experiments offered our Advanced Lab course were originally carried 
out in the early-mid 20th century. Dr. Manna plans to develop two state-of-the-art experiment that were 
originally carried out only a few years ago. These experiments will provide the students a sense of two modern 
experimental techniques. They will also be of benefit to students in an Electrical Engineering  program.    
Requested Funding: (Temporary) $20,636  
Progress: No progress has been made on these experiments, although we are always striving to improve the 
lab experience. 
Funding:  Not funded. 

  



 
Internal Reallocations and Reorganizations in FY21 

Department/School: Physics 
Temporary Variance:   $39361.50 from Harris sabbatical partial salary  

$8,000 from CAS for Rutherford CeMaST buyout 
Permanent Reallocation:   $0 
Temporary Reallocation:  $4869: Willmitch 10th month, April 21 (Harris sabbatical) 
     $5999.98: Summer projects July/Aug2020, (Harris   
     sabbatical) 

$262.52: Partially cover deficit in Civil Service (Harris  
sabbatical) 

$28,230 Budget Holdback (Harris sabbatical) 
$9738: Willmitch 11th and 12th months 

    $2,000 for Caplan Physics Year 2 startup    
$5,000 for Biswas Physics Year 1 startup 
$15,000 SBC for MLT 309 renovations 
$25,000 SBC computer/lab recap 
$10,000 SBC parallel computer 
$1,000 transfer to BEER conference 
$9,000 Rutherford for lab setup ($8000 CeMaST +$1000  

Physics contractual.) 
$3000 Preview Pay (summer 21)     

College:  
 Dean’s Allocation (Tech Tuition): $0 

Permanent Funding:   $0 
Temporary Funding:   $8,000 for Caplan Year 2 startup 

$50,000 for Biswas Physics Year 1 startup 
    $10,000 ILP grant matching for post-doc 
    $7,200 travel funds  

$7,619.00 College variance for IC 
 
Provost:  

Instructional capacity   $61,773 Permanent NTT 
    $32,205.69 Permanent GA 
    $3,908 Base Provost IC 
    $0 Supplemental Provost IC  
     

 Temporary Funding:   $5,000 Biswas year 1 startup EDEP 
 RERIP:    $5000 

PE:    $0 
      

  Foundation (Unrestricted):  $26,231.27 (all other funds have designated uses) 

 



PART II: FY22 PLANNING DOCUMENT 

Major Objectives for FY22  

The most important goals for the department are to fix some structural flaws in our department funding of 
personnel. It is becoming increasingly vital that we have a long term solution to our lab support position.  The 
department lost this critical position during a previous budget crises and we have limped along with part-time 
variance support for the most essential duty of that former position i.e. laboratory set-up and take-down for all 
PHY 105, 108, 109, 110-112 lab sections. Maintainace of equipment has been deferred and we have had to 
modify or drop certain experiments when we no longer have sufficient working equipment.  For the past few 
years, Dr. Rutherford has generously taken up the slack; however, he intends to retire in the foreseeable future.  
When this occurs, we do not have a backup plan without filling this important position.  The position becomes 
even more important as we move towards implementing an engineering program.  This objective aligns with 
the following strategic plan goals:  Department: Goals 5 &7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.3; ECE: Goals 1.B & 2.A . 
A second personnel issue is the Planetarium Director.  The position was traditionally a 12-month position but 
budget limitations at the time of the last search for the position (almost 20 years ago) limited it to a 10-month 
position with 9-months coming from GR and 1 month from income from the planetarium receipts.  The final 2-
months typically come from either the planetarium revenue or the physics department.   This has created a 
number of problems.   First, annual raises cause an increasing portion of the planetarium revenue to go to 
paying the director and student workers.  This has been exacerbated by the state budget difficulties that has 
caused a drop in the number of school groups that have the resources for field trips.  Improvements to the 
planetarium and special presentations have partially offset this decrease.  Second, without sufficient income 
funds from the planetarium attendance, routine maintenance issues have been either neglected or the costs 
passed on to the physics department.     The situations is particularly bad this year since the planetarium has 
been shut down due to COVID.  This has forced physics to pick up all three extra months.  This objective 
aligns with the following strategic plan goals:  Department: Goal 9; CAS: Goals 4.1 & 4.2; ECE: Goals 4.A & 
4.B 
 
The next group of objectives all deal with the undergraduate laboratory experience. First off is to install a fume 
hood in Moulton Hall.  Both of the instructors that teach our upper division labs (PHY 270 and PHY 370) as 
well as our electronics course (PHY 375) have a background in solid state physics/chemistry They are 
planning on introducing some very exciting state of the art experiments into the courses that will provide our 
students with highly valuable skills and modern laboratory techniques; however, they necessitate the use of a 
fume hood (which is lacking in Moulton Hall). Among the experiences that will be available to students are 
making circuit printed boards, fabricating organic solar cells, and producing and characterizing nanomaterials.  
The hood could also be used by Dr. Biswas, Dr. Manna and Dr. Marx in their research, when not needed by 
one of the courses.  The second objective in this section is to upgrade the computers in Moulton 202, our PHY 
102 computer lab.  There are 21 computers in the room (plus another 12 in the experimental portion of the 
space), all of which are at least 10 years old.  This room is very heavily used throughout the semester, with 
600-700 students enrolled in the class.  Whereas the computers are still operational, the newer operating 
systems will no longer work on them and they can become a security risk. A third objective related to the 
undergraduate experience is updating the equipment for the lower division labs (PHY 105, 108, 109, 110, 111 
and 112.)  A good portion of the equipment used for teaching our undergraduate labs is older than the students, 
and much of it is reaching the end of its useful lifetime.   The problem is exacerbated by the fact that we have 
not had a lab support specialist to maintain the lab and demonstration equipment.   Students deserve to use 
equipment that is more representative of current technology.  We are requesting both general-purpose 
equipment that can be used in a number of different labs as well as some specific equipment for particular 
experiments. These objectives align with the following strategic plan goals:  Department: Goals 4 ,5 & 7; 
CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
 
A third group of objectives focuses on upgrading the departmental research infrastructure.  First off, is the 
purchase of a new high-performance parallel computer. Numerical computation lies at the heart of the ISU 
physics program and is what distinguishes us on the national stage.  Eight of our twelve faculty members 



identify as computational physicists.  We infuse all our physics courses with computational projects starting 
from the freshman year.  Our alumni routinely tell us that their abilities with computational problem solving 
set them apart from their peers, whether it is in business or in graduate school.  We are also one of only a 
handful of universities (and the first in the nation) that offer an undergraduate degree in computational physics.  
An important tools for our computational physics program are our parallel computers.  The current 
departmental machine is six years old which is geriatric in terms of modern computers.  With the importance 
of high-performance computing in physics, it is imperative that the department maintain a parallel machine to 
be used in teaching as well as research.   A second major goal is the acquisition of a Scanning Electron 
Microscope to be used as a shared facility for multiple departments at ISU.   Dr. Biswas is the Principle 
Investigator on the recently submitted proposal which will cover the cost of the instrument (if funded).  We 
will need to provide upgrades to the room where the instrument is placed. These objectives align with the 
following strategic plan goals:  Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
 
Our fourth group of objectives center around facility upgrades.  We have been slowly updating the physics 
facilities in Moulton Hall, but there is a lot left to be done.  The first objective is to renovate Moulton 307B, 
the physics teacher education classroom.  This is a small classroom (approximately 12 students) specifically 
outfitted for our Physics Teacher Education Program.  This room was last updated over 20 years ago and is 
showing its age.  As one of the premier physics teacher education programs in the country, it is important to 
put our best foot forward when we recruit students.  In recent years, we have also been using the room for 
teaching our smaller upper level courses.  To update the room, we plan to replace the window shade, replace 
the furniture, paint and carpet.  Our second objective is to renovate Moulton 213, the physics student lounge 
and tutoring room. The Physics Club uses the room to provide free tutoring for students in all of the lower 
level courses and the UTAs have assigned desks for grading their papers and meeting with students.  The room 
also has computers, a microwave, a refrigerator and coffee pot.  Physics students spend a lot of time working 
together and socializing in the space.  It is at the heart of the undergraduate experience in the department.  We 
were able to have the room painted a couple of years ago, but it is still badly in need of updating.  These 
objectives align with the following strategic plan goals: Department: Goals 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.3; ECE: Goal 
2.C.1. 
 
We are also working on a number of projects in curriculum development. Currently at least of our incoming 
freshmen identify as Engineering-Physics students. With the coming of an engineering program at ISU, we 
anticipate that we will lose a significant number of our incoming students to engineering.  To at least partially 
alleviate these losses, we are working on developing additional sequences in the physics program.  The first of 
these is Biophysics.  We have submitted the program to the CAS Curriculum Committee, but have had to make 
several changes to the proposed program to reduce the number of hours and increase some of the Biological 
Sciences course.  The second is a sequence in Space and Astrophysics.  With our recent hire of Dr. Caplan,  all 
of the faculty are in place to create a first rate program.  Prospective students routinely ask us about the 
availability of such a program and we are very excited that it should come to pass in the near future.  A final 
consideration is to create a Master’s level program in physics.  We are one of only two departments in the 
university that does not offer a Master’s degree.  Once again, with the advent of the engineering program, this 
is a good time to consider adding the M.S. degree. It gives the possibility of having graduate assistants for 
teaching discussion and lab sections for the engineering students.  It will also assist the faculty in maintaining a 
high level of research productivity even with the loss of a portion of the undergraduates.  This has been 
informally discussed for a couple of years and I recently formed an ad hoc committee to look into this spring.  
 
 
 
  



Funding Requests for FY22  
 
Perm/Temp:  
 
Objective 1: New Laboratory Support Position: 
Strategic Plan Alignment:  Department: Goals 5 &7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.3; ECE: Goals 1.B & 2.A  
Rationale:  The position includes several standard support duties such as lab set-up and take-down, storeroom 
management and equipment repair, and demonstration equipment support. It would also include faculty 
support roles in designing and developing new demonstrations and lab exercises, and support for the 
department's co-curricular projects (ISU solar car, trebuchet, and Innovative Design Project). This position is 
nearly ubiquitous for physics departments across the nation and will become even more essential as we move 
towards an on-campus engineering program. (See Appendix for more details.) 
Requested Funding: (permanent) $50,000 
 
Objective #2 Upgrade the Planetarium Coordinator to Planetarium Director with a 12 Months Contract 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goal 9; CAS: Goals 4.1 & 4.2; ECE: Goals 4.A & 4.B  
Rationale: With the renovation of the Planetarium complete, the facility has become much more diverse in its 
offerings. In addition to traditional planetarium shows, the facility now hosts ISU courses and multiple other 
types of events. The Director needs to be present 12 months of the year to ensure smooth operation. Currently, 
planetarium receipts are used to support the coordinator for time not covered in his contract. These funds 
would fix a structural flaw in the department's budget and allow planetarium revenue to be used for 
planetarium maintenance, employing student workers and purchasing new shows. Additionally, the 
planetarium director could teach two sections of Astronomy per year. The three months of additional funding 
would cost a total of $14607, or $7304 per course.  This is in the mid-range for the cost of NTTs in physics. 
Requested Funding: (permanent) $14,607 
 
Objective #3 Undergraduate Teaching Assistants and Student Help 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 1, 4, & 7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 1.3; ECE: Goal 2.A  
Rationale: Since the physics department has no graduate students, and therefore no graduate assistantships, the 
department’s Undergraduate Teaching Assistant (UTA) program was established to recruit students with 
sufficiently good academic records to assist in grading, and, for those with the experience and desire, teaching 
Gen Ed and introductory physics labs.    We also use undergraduate student secretaries for times when the 
main office staff is out, or when additional office help is needed.  Much of the cost is now supported by our 
permanent GA funding of $32,205.69.  Based on the number of sections of each course we traditionally offer, 
and figuring in the pay increase to $12 per hour in Jan 2022, the estimated cost for UTA for all sections is 
$50,409.  We also use a limited number student secretaries to keep the office open during lunch hours and as 
need for other activities.  This is typically about $3375 for the year (including the pay increase).  We are 
requesting the difference between our permanent funding and our anticipated needs.  
Requested Funding (temporary) $21,579   
 
Objective #7 Acquisition of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) for ISU  
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Dr. Biswas has submitted a NSF MRI proposal for obtaining a Scanning Electron Microscope as a shared 
resource for ISU.  She has identified 10 major users for the facility from Physics, Chemistry, Biological 
Sciences, and Geology/Geography and an additional 15 occasional users from ISU, Bradley University, and 
Millikin University.  Access to the instrument will have a profound impact on the type and level of research 
that can be performed on campus and will also be a valuable resource for instructing our students using state-
of-the-art equipment.  The purchase of the instrument will be supported by the NSF MRI proposal.  We are 
requesting funds for renovating a space for locating the instrument.   The exact amount will depend upon the 



selected space, which cannot be identified without further analysis of the vibrational and electromagnetic 
environment of the possible rooms. 
Requested Funding (temporary) TBD ($20,000) 
 
Objective #9: Student Teacher Supervision Travel 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 7 & 8; CAS: Goal 1.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale: Every year, our Physics Teacher Education coordinator travels to monitor our student teachers that 
are in the field.  This is the estimated amount that he will need to cover his travel expenses next year. 
Requested Funding: (temporary) $4,000  
 
Objective #10: New Parallel Computer 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale:   Numerical computation lies at the heart of the ISU physics program and is what distinguishes us 
on the national stage.  We infuse all our physics courses with computational projects starting from the 
freshman year.  Our alumni routinely tell us that their abilities with computational problem solving set them 
apart from their peers, whether it is in business or in graduate school.  We are also one of only a handful of 
universities (and the first in the nation) that offer an undergraduate degree in computational physics.  The most 
important tools for our computational physics program are our parallel computers.  We currently have four 64-
core machines in the department, one belongs to the department and the other three to individual research 
groups.  Even though the groups are generous in sharing resources for research, their use for teaching courses 
is not appropriate. The current departmental machine is six years old and may be nearing the end of its life 
expectancy.  With the importance of high-performance computing in physics, it is imperative that the 
department maintain a parallel machine to be used in teaching as well as research. We were able to SBC 
$10,000 last year to go towards the estimated purchase price of $30,000 
Requested Funding: (temporary) $20,000. 
 
PE/AEF (PERS 937):  
 
Objective #4 Fume Hood for Advanced Labs 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale: With recent hires with new expertise, our upper division labs are undergoing significant changes. 
The instructors that teach our upper division labs (PHY 270 and PHY 370) as well as our electronics course 
(PHY 375) have a background in solid state physics/chemistry They are planning on introducing some very 
exciting state of the art experiments into the courses that will provide our students with highly valuable skills 
and modern laboratory techniques; however, they necessitate the use of a fume hood (which is lacking in 
Moulton Hall). Among the experiences that will be available to students are making circuit printed boards, 
fabricating organic solar cells, and producing and characterizing nanomaterials.  The hood could also be used 
by Dr. Biswas, Dr. Manna and Dr. Marx in their research, when not needed by one of the courses. (See 
Appendix for more details)  The estimate from facilities to complete this work is $89,225.  The department has 
approximately $20,000 that we can commit to the project.  We are requesting funding for the difference. 
Requested Funding (AEF) $69,225 
 
Objective #5 Recap of Computers in General Education Lab. 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals2, 3, 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A 
Rationale:   The computers in Moulton 202, our PHY 102 computer lab are all at least 10 years old and in need 
of replacing.  Whereas the computers are still operational on an old version of the Mac operating system, they 
cannot run newer operating system.  The net effect is that the new versions of the software that we use for the 
course will not run and the lack of updates to the operating system can become a security risk.  The computers 
are very heavily used throughout the semester, with 600-700 students enrolled in the class (per semester). 



There are 20 computers in the room (plus another 12 in the experimental portion of the space), all of which are 
at least 10 years old.  Our systems manager has priced acceptable models (Mac mini with monitor and 
associated hardware) at approximately $1,200 per seat.   
Requested Funding (AEF) $24,000 
 
Objective #6 Recapitalize the Lower Division Laboratories 
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 ,5 & 7; CAS: Goals 1.1 & 2.2; ECE: Goal 2.A  
Rationale: A good portion of the equipment used for teaching our undergraduate labs is older than the students, 
and much of it is reaching the end of its useful lifetime. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that we have 
not had a lab support specialist to maintain the lab and demonstration equipment (see Priority #1). Students 
deserve to use equipment that is more representative of current technology. We are requesting both general-
purpose equipment that can be used in a number of different labs as well as some specific equipment for 
particular experiments. A list of the request equipment is in the appendix. 
Requested Funding (AEF) $55,843.   
 
Objective #8 Renovation of Physics Teacher Education Classroom, Moulton 307B  
Strategic Plan Alignment: Department: Goals 4 & 7; CAS: Goal 2.3; ECE: Goal 2.C.1  
Rationale: Moulton 307 is a small classroom (approximately 12 students) specifically setup for our Physics 
Teacher Education Program.  This room was last updated over 20 years ago and is showing its age.  In recent 
years, we have also been using the room for teaching our smaller upper level courses.  To update the room, we 
plan to replace the window shade, replace the furniture, paint and carpet. Estimate attached in appendix 
Requested funding: (AEF): $21,500  
 
 
Faculty Personnel Requests (PERS 936): We are not requesting any faculty line this year. 
 

SBC Plans  
 
Due to the uncertain nature of the upcoming budget situation we have been very conservative in our 
spending this year.  Some items, such as travel and colloquium expenses have not been used nearly as 
much as in previous years.  We have also not yet used a good portion of our SBC funds from last year due 
to questions about the best way to use them in getting the necessary space for Dr. Biswas.  As of now, the 
department plans to SBC the following amounts 

1) $10,000 Grobe/Su CAS contribution to post doc.  (It is not clear yet if the candidate will be able to 
travel to the US this fiscal year.) 

2) $50,000 For Facilities upgrades (including MLT 307B, 207, 213, and 304) 
3) $20,000 For fume hood 
4) $10,000 for travel 
5) $20,000 for undergraduate lab upgrades 
6) $15,000 for a parallel computer. 
7) $30,000 Caplan startup from CAS (year 1 and year 2) 
8) $55,000 Indirect Cost 

We also plan to SBC up to $100,000 for the solar car team.   
 
  



Summary of FY 21 Budget Requests 

Budget item  Description  Priority  Type  Duration  Amount  
Support staff New staff position for 

lab/equipment support 
1 Other 

Personnel 
(A/P, etc.) 

Permanent $50,000 

Fully Fund the 
Planetarium 
Director 

Fund the Planetarium 
Director's full salary from 
general revenue 

2 Other 
Personnel 
(A/P, etc.) 

Permanent $14,607 

Undergraduate 
Student Help 

UTA and Student 
Secretary 

3 Student 
Help 

Temporary 
One Year 

$21,579   

Fume Hood Fume Hood for Advanced 
Labs and Electronics 

4 AEF Temporary $69,225 

Computer Lab 
Recap 

Replace computers in 
PHY 102 lab 

5 AEF Temporary $24,000 

Recap Lower 
Division Labs 

New equipment for 
Lower division lab 
experiments 

6 AEF Temporary $55,843.   

SEM Renovation of space to 
locate SEM 

7 Facilities Temporary $20,000 
TBD 

Moulton 307 
Renovation 

Renovate teacher 
education classroom 

8 AEF  Temporary  $21,500 

PTE 
supervision 
Travel 

Student Teaching 
Supervision Travel 

9 Travel Temporary $2,050 

Parallel 
computer 

Replace aging parallel 
computer used for 
teaching and research 

10 Equipment Temporary  $20,000 

Total     $269195 

 
  



Appendix:  Supporting Material for Budget Requests 
 
Objective 1: New Laboratory Support Position: 
For the new lab support position, we envision a person who can take on the immediate needs of the department 
and grow with the future direction of the department and the institution, i.e. engineering, new physics 
sequences and a M.S. program.  The position would include several more-or-less standard support duties, 
including:  

(i) physics storeroom management including equipment repair and maintenance 
(ii) physics laboratory set-up/take-down for all PHY 105, 108, 109, 110-112 lab sections  
(iii) physics demonstration equipment checkout to instructors  
(iv) departmental equipment inventory, basic equipment maintenance, and repair  
(v) introductory laboratory commodities purchasing; departmental shipping and receiving.  

However, we propose to hire someone with at least a B.S. degree in physics with some experience in 
instrumentation, allowing higher-level functionality, such as  

(vi) support for all labs beyond the Gen Ed level, from introductory through research labs  
(vii) laboratory budgeting for all instructional labs, including the advanced lab  
(viii)   design assistance with new apparatus for all labs, introductory through research  
(ix) assistance for faculty with the development of new laboratory exercises and demonstrations.  
(x) support for the department's extracurricular student projects, including the solar car team, the 
trebuchet team, and the Innovative Design Project.  

A support staff person with the capability to work on the above tasks would work extremely well for our 
physics curriculum and our experimental research program, and will become even more essential with the 
development of an engineering program 
 
Requested Funding: (permanent) $50,000 
According to the American Institute of Physics, the middle 50% of full-time starting salaries for physics B.S. 
graduates ranged from about $35,000 -$70,000 in 2017/189.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Objective #4 Fume Hood for Advanced Labs 
Example of the experiments that will be done with the fume hood.  These are state of the art experiments that 
will provide our students with highly valuable skills and modern laboratory techniques 
Physics  370- 
Dr. Biswas will develop the following experiments aimed for emerging technological applications in PHY 370. 
These experiments will provide hands on device fabrication experience to undergraduate students which will 
be extremely helpful in their immediate future after graduation. The experiments are  
(i)  Fabrication of organic solar cell device – organic materials based solar cells is an emerging alternative 
energy solution for the world. The experiment will require processing the organic and inorganic solutions, and 
nanomaterials to fabricate the cells. The processing will require a fume hood for safe handling of the 
chemicals. 
(ii) Synthesis of Silicon nanoparticles – The students will learn about a synthesis process of a nanomaterial in 
general through this experiment. The synthesis process will require a fume hood for processing inorganic 
solutions and nano-powder which will otherwise be unsafe to perform. 
 
Physics 375- 
 Dr. Biswas is teaching PHY 375 and is planning to implement the following experiments for the course- 
(i) Making printed circuit board – One of the steps of circuit board fabrication is etching the board with 
acidic solution. This step will require a fume hood for safe handling of the acid during the process. 
(ii) Photovoltaic characterizations – Will require fume hood to set up the solar cells (photovoltaic cells) for 
the electrical characterization.  
 
Physics 270- 
Dr. Manna is currently teaching PHY 270 - Experimental Physics. PHY 270 emphasizes on experimental 
techniques, laboratory practices, and data analysis for physics majors. The experiments currently offered in this 
course were originally carried out in the early-mid 20th century. Dr. Manna is in the process of developing two 
state-of-the-art modern experiments –  
(i) Measurement of Mie scattering from single nanoparticles 
(ii) Measurement of fluorescence spectra from quantum emitters to be offered under PHY270.  
These two experiments require fabrication and processing of nanoparticles and quantum emitters. The 
nanoparticles and quantum emitters are fabricated by chemical synthesis - hence requires access to a fume 
hood. Currently there is no fume hood at Mouton Hall - access to a fume hood at Moulton Hall would make 
the integration of these experiments in the PHY270 curriculum if possible. 
 

Cost Estimate for installing hood in MLT 304 and associate renovations 

Moulton 304 Lab Remodel             12/09/20 

Scope of Work 

The Physics Department contacted FPC about providing a new fume hood and lab space for an 
incoming Professor. Originally, MLT 207 was being considered, but being on the second floor 
caused complications. It was decided that MLT 304 was better location and offered the user 
more space for research activities. 

 

To accommodate this request, the following items are being proposed: 

1. Furnish and install new 72” wide (60” working space) PVC fume hood and acid storage 
cabinet beneath that meets the requirements for chemicals being used. No utilities, other 
than power, will be connected to the hood. 



2. Furnish and install new integrated VAV box, fume hood air valve and sash sensor. This allows 
for proper room pressurization and allows for proper hood velocity. 

3. Furnish and install new explosion proof exhaust fan in attic serving new fume hood. Provide 
power to fan and interlock to switch at hood. 

4. Furnish and install all ductwork as required. Existing ductwork will be reused from supply 
air. 

5. Rework existing compressed air piping  
6. Furnish and install new sink faucet 
7. Provide (1) 220v 40 amp and (1) 120v ,15 amp outlet for east side of room 
8. Remove existing 6’ of partition at north side of room  
9. Furnish and install power to hood and fan 
10. Furnish and install all control wiring 
11. Touch-up painting 

Estimate Scope Assumptions 
 
A preliminary estimate of the work proposed totals $89,225.00 and the following assumptions have 
been made in defining the requested project:  
 

1. No funds have been included for moving department furnishings or equipment 
2. Work to occur in FY-21 during normal operating hours, 8-4:30pm Monday –Friday. 
3. Work is to be done by both outside contractors and ISU Staff.  
4. A 10% contingency is included in the price 

 
  



Objective #6 Recapitalize the Lower Division Laboratories 
 

Pasco 550 Universal Interface (Used for PHY 102) 
This is the basic interface that is used for all of the Pasco lab experiments.  They will be used to replace a 
much older model that will no longer be supported by Apple. 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
TD-8856   (190) Thermal Expansion 

Apparatus 
$499 13 $6487 

 
Thermal Expansion (Used for PHY 105, 108, 112) 
Thermal expansion is an important property of solids that we routinely cover in lectures, but we have not had 
the capacity to perform in a laboratory setting. 
(Steam generator can be used in specific heat lab ) 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
TD-8856   (190) Thermal Expansion 

Apparatus 
$259 13 $3367 

TD-8556A  (191) Steam Generator (2 
ports) 

$500 7 $3500 

 $6867 
 
Faraday Law Experiment (Used for PHY 109, 111) 
We are in need of an experiment that clearly demonstrates Faraday’s Law.   It will replace an old lab that is not 
possible to use due to the delicate nature of the equipment and our lack of a person to continually repair it.  
Faraday’s Law is critical in that it explains how the vast majority of the world’s electricity is generated. 
(We already have large field coils for experiment that is used for magnetic fields lab) 
(Function generator can be used in several other labs) 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
EM-6712  (227) Detector coil (400 

turn) 
$80 13 $1040 

Newegg product B&K PRECISION 
4003A Generator, 
Function 

$300 13 $3900 

 $4940 
 
Waves on a String (Used for PHY 105, 108, 110) 
Wave propagation and resonance is a topic that repeats itself in many branches of physics.  This is simple 
experiment that clearly demonstrates the phenomena.  We currently have 8 complete setups, but would need 5 
more to use it in large lab sections. 

 
Modern Optics Experiments (Used for PHY 102, 105, 109, 111, 112, 205, 207, 208) 
This series of experiments will be used as labs in PHY 102, 105, 109, 111 and 112 and can be used as a 
demonstration in PHY 205, 207 and 208.   We are grouping them together because of a lot of overlap in the 
equipment.   A solid background in atomic spectra, interference and diffraction is essential for understanding 
modern physics and will be an important series of experiments for an Engineering Physics program 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
SF-9324  (246) Mechanical Wave 

Driver 
$179 5 $895 

WA-9867 Sine Wave Generator $260 5 $1300 
 $2195 



Interference and Diffraction Experiment 
We begin with this experiment where we would need all of the components.  It is sold as a complete 
experiment, but the individual components are also listed to show the overlap with other experiments. 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
EX-5545A (351) Interference and 

Diffraction of Light 
$910 13 $11830 

OS-8508 Basic Optics Track 
(1.2m) 

Included   

OS-8453 High Precision 
Diffraction Slits 

Included   

OS-8525A Basic Optics Diode 
Laser 

Included   

OS-8534A Aperture Bracket Included   
OS-8535 Linear Translator Included   
PS-2176 High Sensitivity Light 

Sensor 
Included   

PS-2120A Rotary Motion Sensor Included   
 $11830 

Atomic Spectra 
Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
OS-8537 (275) Spectrophotometer 

Accessory Kit 
$690 13 $8970 

ME-8270 (259) Round Base with Rods $35 26 $910 
OS-8479 (259) Optics Bench Rod 

Clamps 
$30 13 $390 

SE-9461(278) Hydrogen Spectral 
Tube 

$45 13 $585 

SE-9462 (278) Helium Spectral Tube $39 13 $505 
SE-9466 (278) Mercury Spectral 

Tube 
$55 13 $715 

 $12075 
Proposed equipment for physics demonstrations 

The department has not updated its demonstration equipment in many years and a lot of it is showing its age.  
The equipment listed below can be used in many courses across the curriculum to enhance the educational 
experience of the students. 

Part Number (page) Description Courses Total 
SE-7128   (201) FLIR Thermal 

Imaging Camera  
102, 109, 111, 112, 207, 208 
 

$499 

SE-8636 (200) Glass Sterling Engine 102, 108, 112, 207 $110 
SE-7331 (251) Snakey 102, 105, 108, 110, 207, 208 $18 
SE-8760 (251) Double length slinky 102, 105, 108, 110, 207, 208 $15 
OS-8496 (260) Color Mixer 102, 105, 109, 111, 207, 208 $130 
SE-8506 (279) Ray Optics Laser 

System 
102, 105, 109, 111, 207, 208 $499 

PS-2141 1 Axis Force Platform 102, 105, 108, 110, 207 $275 
PS-2142 2 Axis Force Platform 102, 105, 108, 110, 207 $500 
PS-2548 Handle Sets for Force 

Platforms (2x) 
102, 105, 108, 110, 207 $80 

SE-7355  Van de Graaff 
Replacement Belt (2x) 

102, 105, 109, 111, 207 $58 

 $2184 



 
Miscellaneous Equipment for Labs: This is equipment is used for repairing and enhancing labs that we 
currently use across the curriculum. 

Part Number (page) Description Cost per unit Number of Units Total 
EM-8648B Neodymium Magnets $25 2 $50 
SE-8749 Hooke’s Law Spring 

Set 
$30 8 $240 

ME-9450A Super Pulley $24 20 $480 
ME-9448B Super Pulley with 

Clamp 
$29 10 $290 

ME-6957 Cart Replacement 
Axels (4 Pk) 

$30 5 $150 

ME-9430 Plunger Cart $95 5 $475 
ME-9454 Collision Cart  $85 5 $425 
ME-8980 Mass and Hanger 

Spares Kit 
$29 5 $145 

ME-8979 Mass and Hanger Set $80 7 $560 
ME-9498A Photogate Head $45 10 $450 
 $3265 

 
Faculty Stipends for Writing Labs 
In addition to the equipment listed above, to implement the proposed labs, we also need to have the 
instructions for the lab manuals written.  As a general rule, it takes about 2.5 days to work all of the kinks out 
of a new lab and put together a quality experiment for the students.  This is about 1/8 of a month of work.  
Assuming an average salary of $8000, we request $1000 for each of the six new labs for a total of $6000. 
  



Objective #8 Renovation of Physics Teacher Education Classroom, Moulton 307B  
 

Moulton 307B Renovations - Programing Phase03/06/2020 
 

Scope of Work: 
 

The Department of Physics has requested that a scope of work and estimate be created to explore the 
potential of renovating the existing classroom in Moulton 307B. The work proposed will be located on 
the third floor of Moulton Hall. To accommodate this request, the following renovations are being 
proposed: 

 
1. Patch and paint existing walls and door frames in room 307B. 
2. Provide and install new modular carpet and base. 
3. Provide new tables and chairs. 
4. Provide new window treatments. 
5. Provide new dimmable lighting. 
6. Replace ceiling tiles as needed. 

 
Estimate Scope Assumptions 

 

A preliminary estimate of the work proposed totals $21,500, the following assumptions have been 
made in defining the requested project: 

 
1. This estimate is based on the best information available to date on the project scope. For 

this schematic design submittal, assumptions have been made regarding design and quality 
of materials. A more detailed set of documents will be developed during the construction 
design phase of the project. 

2. A 20% design contingency has been included in this estimate. 
3. No funds have been included for classroom technology. 
4. No funds have been included for signage. 
5. No funds have been included for A/E fees construction documents to be developed by 

Facilities Planning and construction. 
6. Because the total project costs in under $ 50,000.00, no presidential concurrence is 

required. 
7. Work is to be done by a combination of ISU Staff and outside contractors. 
8. This estimate assumes that work will be bid and performed in FY-21. After 6 months, 

this estimate should be reviewed and updated for current market conditions. 
 
 
 

With your approval, we will proceed with the preparation of construction documents. 
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